Abundance

Let Go, Conjure, Craft
Pennies from heaven! By drawing this card, the luminescent lunar
faery wants you to know that a flux of abundance is coming.
This windfall is tailored to your wishes and needs that will bring
jubilance! It may be a job promotion, house upgrade, ardent
purpose, pot of gold or a romantic relationship.
The Full Moon Faery has come to your rescue. She is here to
declutter everything that no longer serves your highest, happiest
and best self, to make physical and energetic space for all the
abundance you truly deserve.
The magical blessings of the full moon will flurry in once you
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have released everything that does not bring you genuine joy. It
is time to clean out your physical space so you can breathe freely.
Next, a tidy up of your mindset will liberate you from sabotaging
beliefs. Letting go of outdated paradigms, limiting thoughts and
negative self-talk opens you to receive a positive reset.
Out with the old, in with the new. It’s time to craft magic! The
full moon amplifies and magnifies your thoughts, feelings and
wishes. Mindfulness ensures that your thoughts are magnets for
joyful creation.
The Full Moon Faery suggests you write two lists: a letting go
and a wish list. Release the first list with gratitude under the full
moon to open a portal for the magical new beginnings of which
you are so worthy. When writing your wish list, be clear about
what you want and when. Write this list in the present tense, so
you conjure it into the sacred now. For example, “I love my career
and feel appreciated in my workspace.” Then surrender with faith
and sprinkle it with magical moondust.

Affirmation:
I make space for infinite blessings.
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Ancient Memory

Inheritance, The Past, Soul Contracts
The Old Wise Faery represents your ancestral guides. Your past
loved ones have shown up to whisper words of wisdom, lovingly
guiding you to stronger choices and wiser actions. Your lineage
offers a rich tapestry that you can explore for learning and growth.
Healing ancestral wounds and embracing ancient wisdom brings
alchemical change. When you release deep-rooted pain from your
ancestry, you create a ripple of transformation up and down your
family tree.
Relationships are your best teachers. You signed up to soul
contracts with your family, friends and colleagues for your
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spiritual growth. Some lessons are incredibly challenging, and
others are joyful. You also have ancestral memories and karmic
ties buried in your psyche that come into play with divine timing.
Volunteering to perform your significant role in this incarnation
is for everyone’s growth.
You are an old soul with a profound sense of the deeper
meaning of connections, situations and learnings. Your witch’s
wounds are being healed, so you can fully explore your magical
restorative pathway. Align with your spiritual blueprint to reset
your divine potential with the mystical assistance of the Old
Wise Faery and your loving spirit guides. Be grateful for the cruel
life lessons and the endless blessings of the university of life. Age
brings wisdom.
Know that you are never really alone. Your loved ones in spirit
have never left you. They watch over and gently guide you. Look
for signs from Heaven and open your heart to feel their reassuring
presence. The love you share connects you forever.

Affirmation:
Everything I need to know is within me.
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